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Abstract. We present an algebra whose operations act on musical pieces, and
show how this algebra can be used to generate music in a tree-based fashion.
Starting from input which is either generated by a regular tree grammar or
provided by the user via a digital keyboard, a sequence of top-down tree trans-
ducers is applied to generate a tree over the operations provided by the music
algebra. The evaluation of this tree yields the musical piece generated.

1 Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to show that certain musical structures can be
generated in a grammatical manner by using a general method known as tree-
based generation. This method has successfully been applied to the areas of
graph and picture generation [1, 2]. A tree-based generator consists of a tree
generator and a Σ-algebra, where Σ is an alphabet of abstract operation sym-
bols. The tree generator is any formal device (e.g., a grammar), that generates
a set of formal expressions over Σ (called trees). The algebra is then used to
evaluate the generated trees. Thus, the type of objects being generated depends
on the domain of the algebra. If it, for instance, interprets the symbols in Σ as
operations on pictures, a tree-based picture generator is obtained [2].

Here, we use the same idea to generate music. To be precise, we use the term
music as a shorthand for “sound structures that adhere to certain basic rules
of composition”. Rather than trying to imitate human composers, we are in-
terested in finding out how and how far the formal structures found in music
can be captured using the devices of formal language theory and, in particular,
tree-based generators. A precursor of the present paper is [3], where the system
Willow is presented. In this system, the tree generator is composed of a regu-
lar tree grammar g and a sequence td1, . . . , tdn of top-down tree transducers
(td transducers, see, e.g. [4, 5]). Intuitively, g generates a (tree representing a)
coarse rhythmical structure. This tree is then passed through td1, . . . , tdn. Each
of them enriches the tree so as to model a certain musical attribute, e.g. tempo,
chord progression, or melodic arc. Finally, the output tree of tdn represents the
musical piece generated.

Thus, Willow is tree based in the sense that it uses tree generators to generate
music. However, the generated trees are interpreted in an ad hoc way rather
than using a formally defined algebra. In this paper, we present such an algebra
and show how it can be used to generate music in a fully tree-based manner.
Moreover, we now allow the user to input themes by means of a digital keyboard.
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Formally, if user input is used, it is translated into a tree that becomes the
input of td1, . . . , tdn, thus replacing the initial tree generated by the regular
tree grammar g. However, whereas g generates trees over a finite output sig-
nature, user input gives rise to trees containing symbols which are unknown
at the time the td transducers td1, . . . , tdn are designed. Such a situation can-
not be handled by ordinary td transducers; td1 would simply reject any tree
containing an unknown symbol. In contrast, the appropriate behaviour would
be to “tolerate” them, i.e. copy them to the output without doing anything.
Therefore, we propose a proper generalisation of the td transducer called toler-
ant td transducer (ttd transducer). A ttd transducer has, as a subset of its set
of states, a set of so-called tolerant states. Whenever an unknown input symbol
is encountered in a tolerant state, this symbol is simply copied to the output
and the computation continues on its subtrees in the same state. In all other
situations, a ttd transducer behaves like an ordinary td transducer.

To the best of our knowledge, no tree-based approach (in the sense described
above) to the generation of music has been proposed earlier (except for the
first attempt made in [3]). However, there are some publications, often with a
somewhat different focus, that propose other approaches to music generation
using techniques from formal language theory.

In [6], Jurish gives a characterisation of generic musical structure within the
framework of formal language theory. Tojo and Oka [7] present an analysis
system for chord progressions based on head-driven phrase structure grammars.
In [8], Prusinkiewicz explores the generation of musical scores by means of L-
systems and the so-called turtle geometry. This approach is further developed
by Worth and Stepney, who describe their search for simultaneously ‘pleasing’
graphical and musical renderings of languages generated by L-systems in [9].
Another device that has been used for the generation of music is the cellular
automaton. A survey of this type of work is found in [10].

Related approaches can also be found in the enclosing field of algorithmic com-
position. Markov models appear frequently in music theory, where they are used
both as a compositional device [11, 12], and for attribute classification [13, 14].
Genetic algorithms have also become increasingly popular [15, 16], as have ap-
proaches to deriving music from fractals and chaotic systems [17]. Synthesis and
analysis based on neural networks and learning systems are described in [18–20]
and [21]. However, most established is probably the linguistic approach. Two
representatives of this line of research are Baroni [22] and Moorer [23].

The structure of this paper is as follows. In the next section, we compile the
terminology around trees and tree generation required, including the new con-
cept of tolerant td transducers. In Section 3, the music algebra is introduced.
An example is discussed in Section 4, and Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Tree Generation

Throughout this paper, we denote the natural numbers (including 0) by N, and
Z and R

+ denote the integers and the positive reals, resp. The set R
+ ∪ {0}
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of nonnegative reals is denoted by R
+
0 . We denote the powerset of a set S by

℘(S) and the set of all finite strings over S by S∗; the empty string is λ. The
transitive and reflexive closure of a binary relation → is denoted by →∗.

Let B be the set consisting of the three special symbols ‘[’, ‘]’, and ‘,’. The set of
all trees is the smallest set T of strings such that, for every symbol f /∈ B and
all trees t1, . . . , tk ∈ T (k ∈ N), the string f [t1, . . . , tk] is in T as well. As usual,
the set of all subtrees of f [t1, . . . , tk] contains the tree itself and all subtrees of
its direct subtrees t1, . . . , tk. As a notational simplification, we identify the tree
f [] with f . In this sense, every single symbol is a tree. As another notational
simplification, a tree of the form g[t1] (i.e., having only one direct subtree) may
be denoted by g t1.

For a tree t = f [t1, . . . , tk], the set nod(t) of nodes of t is the subset of N
∗ given

by nod(t) = {λ} ∪ {iv | i ∈ [k] and v ∈ nod(ti)}. For a node u ∈ nod(t), t/u
denotes the subtree of t rooted at u, and t[[u ← s]] denotes the tree obtained
from t by replacing t/u with s ∈ T . Thus,

t/u =

{

t if u = λ

ti/v if u = iv, i ∈ [k]

and

t[[u← s]] =

{

s if u = λ

f [t1, . . . , ti−1, ti[[v ← s]], ti+1, . . . , tk] if u = iv, i ∈ [k].

Given a (not necessarily finite) alphabet Σ and a set T of trees, Σ(T ) denotes
the set of all trees f [t1, . . . , tk] such that f ∈ Σ and t1, . . . , tk ∈ T for some
k ∈ N. The set TΣ(T ) of all trees over Σ with subtrees in T is the smallest
set of trees such that T ∪Σ(TΣ(T )) ⊆ TΣ(T ). The set TΣ(∅) of trees over Σ is
briefly denoted by TΣ.

A ranked alphabet is an alphabet Σ which is given as a (not necessarily disjoint)
union Σ =

⋃

k∈N
Σ(k). A symbol in Σ(k) is said to be of rank k and may

be denoted by f (k) to indicate its rank. A ranked alphabet is called finite if
only finitely many of the Σ(k) are nonempty, and each of them is finite. If
symbols from ranked alphabets are used to build trees, we apply the additional
restriction that each occurrence of f (k) must have exactly k subtrees. Thus, in
this case, Σ(T ) is the set of all trees f [t1, . . . , tk] such that f (k) ∈ Σ for some
k ∈ N, and t1, . . . , tk ∈ T .

Throughout this paper, let U be a universe of symbols, where U ∩B = ∅. The
intuition behind U is that it is our supply of “ordinary” symbols. Symbols that
do not belong to U have an auxiliary character. Variables provide an example of
the latter: we let X = {x1, x2, . . . } be a countably infinite alphabet of pairwise
distinct variables xi /∈ U . The set {x1, . . . , xk} is denoted by Xk. In trees,
variables will only appear as leaves, i.e., they will be considered as symbols of
rank 0. A mapping σ : Xk → T (where k ∈ N) is a substitution. For a tree t, tσ
denotes the tree obtained from t by simultaneously replacing every occurrence
of xi (i ∈ [k]) with σ(xi). As a recursive definition, xiσ = σ(xi) for all i ∈ [k],
and if t = f [t1, . . . , tl] with l > 0 or f /∈ {x1, . . . , xk}, then tσ = f [t1σ, . . . , tlσ].
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A term rewrite system is a set R of rules of the form l → r, where l, r ∈ T .
For trees s, t, there is a rewrite step s →R t if there are a rule l → r in R,
a node v ∈ nod(s) ∩ nod(t), and a substitution σ, such that s/v = lσ and
t = s[[v ← rσ]].

Regular tree grammars are defined as usual. Thus, such a grammar is a system
g = (N,Σ,R, S) consisting of a ranked alphabet N = N (0) of nonterminals,
where N∩U = ∅, a ranked alphabet Σ ⊆ U of terminals, a set R of rules, and an
initial nonterminal S. The sets N , Σ, and R are required to be finite. Every rule
in R is of the form A→ t, where A ∈ N and t ∈ TU (N). The language generated
by g, called a regular tree language, is given by L(g) = {t ∈ TΣ | S →

∗
R t}.

As mentioned in the introduction, our general approach for generating music is
adopted from [3]: a tree denoting a musical piece is generated by starting with
a very simple tree and then applying to it a sequence of td transducers each of
which is responsible for adding a specific musical aspect. However, the ordinary
top-down tree transducer (td transducer) is not the ideal device for this purpose,
because a td transducer has a finite input alphabet and cannot process input
trees that contains other symbols. Instead, we would like the transformation to
“step over” such symbols, at least if they are encountered in certain states. For
these reasons, we now introduce the so-called tolerant td transducer.

Definition 1 (tolerant td transducer). A tolerant top-down tree transducer
(ttd transducer, for short) is a system td t = (Σ,Σ′, Q,Qt, R, q0), where

– Σ,Σ′ ⊆ U are finite ranked alphabets, the input and output alphabets,
resp.,

– Q = Q(1) with Q ∩ U = ∅ is a ranked alphabet of states,

– Qt ⊆ Q is the set of tolerant states,

– R is a finite set of rules of the form q f [x1, . . . , xk]→ r with q ∈ Q, f (k) ∈ Σ
for some k ∈ N, and r ∈ TΣ′(Q(Xk)), and

– q0 ∈ Q is the initial state.

Given an input tree t ∈ TU , a computation of td t starts with q0 t and applies the
term rewrite rules in R until a tree in TU is reached. Whenever a symbol not in
Σ is reached in a tolerant state, this symbol is simply copied to the output.

Definition 2 (computed tree transduction). Let td t = (Σ,Σ′, Q,Qt, R,
q0) be a tolerant td transducer. For trees s, t ∈ TU (Q(TU )), there is a computa-
tion step s→

td
t t if s→R′ t, where

R′ = R ∪ {q f [x1, . . . , xk]→ f [q x1, . . . , q xk] | q ∈ Qt, f ∈ U , and f (k) /∈ Σ}.

The tree transduction computed by td t, called a tolerant td transduction, is the
mapping td t : TU → ℘(TU ) such that

td t(s) = {t ∈ TU | q0 s→∗

td
t t}

for all s ∈ TU . For a set T ⊆ TU , we let td t(T ) =
⋃

{td t(t) | t ∈ T}.
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As usual, the tree transduction computed by td t is considered to be a partial
function td t : TU → TU if |td t(t)| ≤ 1 for all t ∈ TU .

Obviously, td transducers are a special case of ttd transducers, because Defini-
tion 2 reduces to the one for ordinary td transducers if Qt = ∅.

3 An Algebra for Music

In this section, we introduce the main contribution of the paper, the so-called
music algebra. The operations of this algebra can be used to assemble a musical
piece in a stepwise manner. Let us first summarise a few basics regarding music
that are needed for a better understanding of the elements of the music algebra.

We identify a musical piece with the corresponding sequence of notes. In general,
a note is characterised by its tone, length, accent, and timbre. The tone of a
note is the ratio between its frequency and that of some fixed reference note.
The length of a note is also measured relative to the length of the reference
note. In music, a note whose duration is equal to that of the reference note, is
called a whole note, a note whose duration is but half of that of the reference
note is called a half note, and so on. Similar to tone and length, accent is a
relative property; a note is accented if it is played, for example, louder than
any surrounding note. The timbre of a note is the subjective quality which lets
us distinguish between instruments. For the sake of simplicity, we consider only
the tone and the length of a note, disregarding its accent and timbre.

A scale is a set of tones, and just as there are an infinite number of tones,
so are there an infinite number of conceivable scales. However, only some of
these are actually used in practice. The most important of these is probably
the chromatic scale, which is constructed as follows: First a reference tone is
ordained, which would normally be the so-called a above middle c, an alias for
440 Hz (for convenience, we henceforth restrict ourselves to chromatic scales
built around this tone). By doubling this pitch, the tone one octave higher is
found, and by dividing it by two, the tone one octave lower. The whole of the
audible interval is split into octaves, and every octave is divided into 12 tones,
in such a way that the ratio between two consecutive tones amounts to 21/12.
The tones can thus be referred to by integers: 0 refers to the reference tone, and
for every tone t, t− 1 and t + 1 refer to the next lower and higher tone, resp.,
in the chromatic scale. In other words, in our setting, tone t has a frequency of
2t/12 · 440 Hz.

The music algebra, which we denote by M, is a many-sorted algebra whose data
domains are the sets Z, R

+, and P. While P, to be defined below, denotes the
set of all musical pieces, elements of Z are always interpreted as tones, and
elements of R

+ are always in one way or another related to time.

Definition 3 (note and musical piece). A note is a pair n = (t, l) ∈ Z×R
+

consisting of the tone t of length l. The set of all notes is denoted by N .

The set P of musical pieces is the set of all pairs P = (N,L) such that
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– N ⊆ N × R
+
0 is a finite set of played notes, where, for a played note

(n, s) ∈ N , s is the point in time where n starts to be played;

– L ∈ R
+ is the length of the entire piece, with L ≥ s+ l for all ((t, l), s) ∈ N .

Note that there are no pieces whose length is 0, and that a piece cannot end
before its last note has been played (owing to the requirement placed on L). In
the following, we may denote the components of a note n by tn and ln, resp.
Similarly, the components of a piece P may be denoted by NP and LP , resp.

We now define a number of operations on musical pieces. For this, an auxiliary
notation turns out to be useful. Given a set N of played notes and a mapping f
on played notes, we let N [[(n, s) 7→ f(n, s)]] = {f(n, s) | (n, s) ∈ N}. Similarly,
if f is a mapping on notes, we let N [[n 7→ f(n)]] = {(f(n), s) | (n, s) ∈ N}. Now,
consider pieces P = (N,L) and P ′ = (N ′, L′).

– length(P ) = L returns the length of P .

– Let q = max{s + ln | (n, s) ∈ N}, i.e., q is the point in time where the last
notes in P end (assuming that N 6= ∅). The highest tone at the end of P is
returned by

highest(P ) =

{

max{tn | (n, s) ∈ N and s + ln = q} if N 6= ∅

0 otherwise.

(In combination with the operations defined below, this gives access to the
lowest tone at the end of P and the highest and lowest tones at the beginning
of P as well.)

– For every factor a ∈ R
+, scale(P, a) = (N [[(n, s) 7→ ((tn, a · ln), a · s)]], a ·L)

scales P by the factor a.

– inv(P ) = (N [[n 7→ (−tn, ln)]], L) inverts all notes in P .

– back(P ) = (N [[(n, s) 7→ (n,L− s− ln)]], L) yields P played backwards.

– overlay(P,P ′) yields the overlay of P and P ′, given by

overlay(P,P ′) = (N ∪N ′,max(L,L′)).

For the sake of convenience, we extend overlay to any number of argu-
ments, i.e. for pieces P1, . . . , Pk (k ≥ 1),

overlay(P1, . . . , Pk) = (
⋃

i∈[k]

NPi
,max

i∈[k]
LPi

).

– For every tone t ∈ Z, raise(P, t) = (N [[n 7→ (tn + t, ln)]], L) raises every
tone in P by t.

– mute(P ) = (∅, L) returns a silent piece having the same length as P .

– The concatenation of P and P ′ is given by

concat(P,P ′) = (N ∪N ′[[(n, s) 7→ (n,L + s)]], L + L′).

Similarly to overlay, concat is extended to any positive number of argu-
ments P1, . . . , Pk, i.e.

concat(P1, . . . , Pk) = concat(P1, · · ·concat(Pk−1, Pk) · · · ).
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– Finally, let S ⊆ Z be a finite nonempty set of tones. Then snapS(P ) adjusts
all tones of notes in P to the nearest tone in S. Formally, for t ∈ Z, let
∆(t) = mins∈S |t− s|, and let α(t) ∈ S be given by

α(t) =

{

t + ∆(t) if t + ∆(t) ∈ S

t−∆(t) otherwise.

(Thus, α(t) is the adjusted value of t, where we select the higher tone if
both t + ∆(t) and t−∆(t) belong to S.) Now, we let

snapS(P ) = (N [[n 7→ (α(tn), ln)]], L).

The music algebra M contains all of the operations defined above. In addition,
it contains the binary operations + and − (addition and subtraction, resp.) on
Z, as well as the binary operations +, ·, max, and min (addition, multiplica-
tion, maximum, and minimum, resp.) on R

+. For the sake of better readability,
whenever the binary operations +, −, and · occur in trees, we use the customary
infix notation. For example, a tree of the form +[t1, t2] is written as t1 + t2.

Let ΣM denote the ranked alphabet consisting of

– the operations of M, viewed as symbols of appropriate ranks, and

– all elements of Z ∪ R
+ ∪ N , viewed as constants, i.e. symbols of rank 0.

Here, every note n ∈ N is identified with the corresponding one-note piece
({(n, 0)}, ln).

For a well-typed tree t ∈ TΣ (where well-typedness is defined in the obvious
way), we let valM(t) denote its value, obtained by recursively evaluating sub-
trees and applying the operation in the root of the tree to the results.

For the sake of convenience, our implementation extends M in such a way
that every symbol f (k) /∈ ΣM (k ≥ 1) is interpreted as concat(k), i.e. as k-
ary concatenation of musical pieces. In particular, for k = 1, f is interpreted
as the identity, which is very convenient as it allows us to use such symbols
as markers in the generated trees, providing information for subsequent ttd
transducers, without interfering with the evaluation process. Note, however,
that this property of M is by no means essential for the power of the approach
as it is straightforward to add a ttd transducer that removes such symbols.

Given any tree generator Γ , the pair G = (Γ,M) is called a tree-based music
generator. Here, a tree generator is any device Γ that defines a tree language
L(Γ ) ⊆ TU ; the set of musical pieces generated by G is then

L(G) = {valM(t) | t ∈ L(Γ )}.

In the example discussed in the next section, the tree generator Γ is composed
of a regular tree grammar g and ttd transducers td t

1, . . . , td
t
k. In this case, we

define L(Γ ) = td t
k(· · · td

t
1(L(g)) · · · ).
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4 Variations and Canons

This section describes how simple variations1 and canons can be generated. In
a variation, the subject is introduced together with an answer – an imitation of
the subject – and possibly a countersubject – a substantive figure that is meant
to sound well when played parallel to the subject. If there are several voices
available, then the subject appears at some point in all of them. The piece con-
cludes after the subject (or answer) has appeared in the last voice. The subject
can be explored and developed by performing it in inversion (upside-down), ret-
rograde (back-to-front), diminution (with shorter note values) or augmentation
(with longer note values). The subject can also appear in stretto, meaning that
it is played as a canon, or as a false entry, in that it is fractioned or incomplete.

In our implementation, the subject is either generated by the regular tree gram-
mar Subject, or derived from a midi file. A suitable subject is a short sequence
of notes that is easy to recognise, contained within an octave, and has a rela-
tively simple rhythm. We do not make any assumptions about the time measure,
that is to say, the input completely determines the rhythm of the generated
piece, and is not modified to fit a standard meter. Since, in our algebra, the
length of a note can be any positive real number, this is not a problem. How-
ever, as a consequence (mentioned in the introduction), our tree transducers
must be able to tolerate input symbols that are not known a priori.

Before explaining how the actual generation process works, let us discuss a
detail that illustrates the usefulness of ttd transducers. Suppose we want to
use a subject provided by the user. In a first step, we turn the corresponding
midi file into a tree tinit that evaluates to the subject. The symbols in this
tree are concat(2), overlay(2), and mute(1) as internal nodes, and an un-
known set of notes as leaves. Some of the subsequent ttd transducers work by
descending down the input tree until a note is reached, which is then modi-
fied by applying some operation. However, there is a problem with this. Once
a computation has reached such a note, the only thing that can be done is
to tolerate the symbol, because it is unknown (unless the whole computation
is aborted). Therefore, we need a preprocessing step that replaces every note
n in tinit by note[n]. Thus, note is a marker signifying that a leaf will be
reached in the next step. Interestingly, the preprocessing can be implemented
by a ttd transducer. To see this, let Pre = (Σ,Σ′, {q, q′}, {q′}, R, q), where
Σ = {concat(2),overlay(2),mute(1)}, Σ′ = Σ ∪ {note(1)}, and R is

{qf [x1, . . . , xk]→ f [t1, . . . , tk] | f
(k) ∈ Σ and

ti ∈ {q[xi],note[q′[xi]]} for all i ∈ [k]}.

If we disregard the case where tinit is a single note, there is exactly one successful
computation for each input tree tinit. It descends down the tree in state q,
guessing nondeterministically when it has reached a note. At that point, it
adds the required occurrence of note and continues in state q′. Since there are
no rules at all for q′, an incorrect guess means that the computation will fail.
This also happens if a note is reached in state q, because q is not tolerant.

1 We use this term to denote a toy fugue.
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The modified subject tsubj obtained in this way is given as input to the ttd
transducer Themes that derives from it an answer, a countersubject, and an
accompaniment. The answer is the inverted subject transposed by a fifth, so
tans is given by inv[raise[tsubj, 7]]. The countersubject is the subject played in
retrograde, i.e. tcsubj equals back[tsubj]. The accompaniment is obtained from
the subject by lengthening some sections at the others’ expense. The output
from Themes is the tree concat[tsubj, tans, tcsubj, tacc].

Let us have a closer look at the declaration of Themes in Treebag, which
reads like this:

generators.ttdTransducer(“Themes”):
( {subject : 1, concat : 2},

{#include(../signature)},
{S, P, A},
{P, A},
{ S[subject[x1]] → concat[subject[P[x1]],

answer[raise[inv[P[x1]], 7]],
csubject[back[P[x1]]],
accompaniment[A[x1]]],

P[concat[x1, x2]] → concat[P[x1], P[x2]],
A[concat[x1, x2]] → concat[A[x1], A[x2]] weight 2,
A[concat[x1, x2]] → scale[P[x1], 1 + length[P[x2]]/length[P[x1]]] },

S ).

The first four components are: the input signature, the output signature, the set
of states, and the set of tolerant states. We see that both P and A (which stands
for pass and accompaniment, respectively) are tolerant whereas S is not. The
fifth component is the set of rewrite rules, and since this particular transducer
is only concerned with two input symbols, the set is quite small. The first
rule turns the subject into three themes and an accompaniment. As mentioned
earlier, we want to lengthen some of the notes in the accompaniment, but not
all of them. When, during the generation of the accompaniment, a node of
rank two labelled concat is come across, we find that there are two applicable
rules: one which leaves the local configuration untouched and simply proceeds
downwards, and one which lengthens the notes found in the first subtree and
discards those in the second. Using a feature of Treebag that allows to add
weights to the rules, the first of these can be made twice as likely for application
as the second. This decreases the risk of ending up with an accompaniment that
is but a single long note. The sixth and last component is the initial state, in
this case S.

Soprano subject countersubject

Alto answer countersubject

Tenor subject countersubject

Baritone answer

Bass accompaniment accompaniment accompaniment

Fig. 1. One possibility to weave a musical piece around a theme.
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The themes thus produced are then arranged by the ttd transducer Exposition

over the five voices, beginning as in Figure 1. The output tree texp is of the form
concat[t1, t2, . . . , tn], where ti = overlay[tbas

i , tbar
i , tteni , talti , tsopi ] for every i ∈

[n]. The abbreviations bas, bar, ten, alt, and sop stand for bass, baritone, tenor,
alto, and soprano, respectively.

If texp is interpreted as a piece of music, i.e. valM(texp) is played, then it is
very likely to contain dissonances, as the theme is played against itself both
in retrograde and inversion. To clear these, and to add a sense of movement,
we wish to label the tree with chords in such a way that when the assigned
chords are read left-to-right, they appear in accordance with some common
chord progression. If this progression can be expressed as a directed graph G,
in which the individual chords are the nodes, then the labelling can be done by
the ttd transducer Progression that operates along the following principle.

The states of the ttd transducer are tuples of the form 〈c, c′〉, where c and c′ are
chords. We choose 〈cs, ce〉 as the initial state if we wish the progression to start
with cs and end with ce. The rules R of Progression can be divided into two
types of rules, which develop and settle the progression, respectively. A rule

〈c, c′〉[concat[x1, x2]]→ concat[〈c, c′′〉[x1], 〈c
′′, c′〉[x2]]

is in R if there is a path from c to c′ in G that passes through c′′. A rule

〈c, c′〉[concat[x1, x2]]→ snapĉ[concat[P[x1],P[x2]]]

is in R if the distance from c to c′ in G is less or equal to one. Here, P is an
auxiliary state that simply copies the subtree below it to output, and the only
state that is tolerant with respect to overlay, concat and note. Since the
refinement of the progression cannot proceed below these symbols, we know
that each chord is represented by at least one note, and that no two chords are
played in parallel. If every state was tolerant, then this could not be attained.

In the second rule above, ĉ is the closure of the notes in c under transposition
by an octave.2 This assures that the local notes belong to ĉ, and that the com-
plete note sequence respects the chosen chord progression. For a more detailed
discussion of this subject, see [3].

When we generate a canon, we begin as we did for variations: a subject is either
derived by a regular tree grammar, or extracted from midi data. Copies of this
subject are then arranged over four voices by the ttd transducer Canon, and
this is done in such a way that there are frequent overlaps and many false
entries. Because of the overlaps, it is now easier to generate one voice at a time,
and then combine them using overlay, rather than generating one measure at
a time, and then concatenating the results. This can be done using an extended
version of the rule

2 In fact, strictly speaking, we cannot use ĉ because it is infinite. Therefore, it is replaced
with its restriction to the audible range. This has the additional advantage that no tones
outside this range will be generated.
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S[subject[x1]] → overlay[
raise[concat[mute[H[x1]], P[x1], mute[H[x1]], mute[T[x1]]],12],
raise[concat[P[x1], H[x1], P[x1]], 24],
raise[concat[mute[H[x1]], mute[H[x1]], P[x1], mute[T[x1]]],36]].

The two states H and T select the first and the second half, respectively, of the
subtree below them. For this approach to yield a nice result, the tree tsubj must
not be comb-like.

To make the generated piece more interesting to listen to, we end the generation
process by adding various ornaments. An ornament is a musical embellishment
that is not part of the overall melody, but rather an added decoration. An
example is the mordent: a single rapid alteration between a note of the melodic
line, and the note immediately above it. The ornaments are added by the ttd
transducer Ornament, which forms a mordent using the rule

S[note[x1]] → scale[
concat[S[x1],raise[S[x1], 1], S[x1]],
1

3
· length[S[x1]]].

The generated tree is interpreted by the algebra described in Section 3 as a
piece of music, which can then be performed using the jMusic library [24].

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have continued the work that was started in [3]. In particular,
we have presented an algebra for the tree-based generation of music. The moti-
vation behind this work is to investigate how far typical structures that appear
in musical pieces can be captured using the limited means of the tree-based
formalism, as opposed to using Turing-complete formalisms for, e.g., imitat-
ing a particular human composer. Naturally, the discussion of the example in
the previous section could not reveal much detail without becoming lengthy
and repeating much of what has been said in [3]. Readers who want to ex-
plore the details are invited to download the system and the example from
http://www.cs.umu.se/˜johanna/algebra.

Clearly, more (and more sophisticated) examples are needed in order to under-
stand whether the operations of the algebra proposed in this paper are really
appropriate. In fact, it will probably turn out that different types of music re-
quire different algebras and maybe also different types of tree generators. This
situation is well known in the area of picture generation, where each choice
consisting of a class of tree generators and a class of picture algebras results in
a specific type of picture generator.

Let us finally point out that the concept of tolerant td transducers may be of in-
dependent interest, as it may be useful in other applications in which unknown
symbols can occur. Thus, it could be worthwhile to study the theoretical prop-
erties of ttd transducers by, e.g., comparing them with ordinary td transducers.

Acknowledgement We thank Albert Graef and Carl Rehnberg for providing
us with references regarding computer-generated music.
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